
Our PLNs, Ourselves 
@KarenBlumberg 



“Technology is never going to 
replace a teacher, but teachers 
who use tech will replace 
teachers who don't.” 
-- Dr. Kecia Ray 



Model using technology academically, creatively, 
and responsibly 

Reinforce public versus less public 

Remind all that anything online is public, 
permanent, and traceable 

Implore children to make wise choices 

Locate, prototype, evaluate, and share resources 

Build community with and without technology  

“Hi, I’m Karen, and I’m an Educational Technologist.” 





Lexus Slide 



Q2: What has/hasn’t changed  
in the last 35 years?  

#tltechlive 
 



                Atari          
Minecraft 



   The BBC micro          The BBC micro:bit 



              Logo             
Scratch 



Woodshop  
or  

Makerspace? 



White House Maker Faire  
June 18, 2014 



"The future will be made and 
not bought."  
-- Dale Dougherty (@dalePD) at  
NYC DOE School Tech Summit 



Teach Problem Solving and Problem 
Finding 
 



35 years ago VCR tapes were like $25 each 

30 years ago wrote my first program in middle school 

25 years ago toted a car phone with a shoulder strap 

20 years ago teaching math with Geometer’s Sketchpad 

15 years ago teaching robotics & programming, iPod, Creative Commons 

~10 years ago Google Apps, Flickr, MakerFaire, Newscorp bought MySpace 

5 years ago iPad, 3D printing, Design Thinking 

1 year ago GoogleCardboard 

10 PRINT “Karen”  

20 GOTO 10  

30 RUN 



“The function of leadership 
is to produce more leaders, 
not more followers.” 
-- Ralph Nader 



Q3: Who has been an 
influence on you as a leader?  

#FF #tltechlive 
 



My Two Bosses: 
George Orio 

and 
Don Buckley 



Q1: Who has most  
influenced your PLN?  

#tltechlive 
 



My PLNs 
New York Consortium of Independent School Technologists (NYCIST)  

Robo-Expo 

TEDxNYED 

EdcampNYC 

K-12 Fab Labs and Makerspaces 



@librarianedge  @tabletj  @dorakio  @mscofino 
@kimbeeman  @bangkokglutton @techlearning 
@donbuckley  @elemenous  @jaymesdec 
@garystager  @adriennegifford  @smartinez 
@joshburker  @scitechyEDU  @LeSheepo  @dheld 
@DesignMakeTeach  @MaureenrReilly  @ksivick  
@emilymccarren  @EdcampUSA  @hadleyjf  
@bkolani  @InnovativeEdu  @WickedDecent 



CSNYC Meetup  
with Cynthia Solomon 



Minecraft 
Workshop with 
@Mr_Issacs  



@Sree at Narcissus Now with @ian32one 



Tomorrow: EdcampGlobalEd at Marymount 
 
Tuesday: Teacher Tuesdays at littleBits 
 
Sunday: TED The Education Revolution 



“Basically, I have been 
compelled by curiosity.” 
-- Mary Leakey 



Q4: What’s your next  
PD opportunity?  

#tltechlive 



DIY PD 



GoogleCal of PD 



tschaut’s 
photos 

Contribution 

Reciprocity 

Accumulation 

Value 

The positive spiral of social networks 



Visit Schools 



Join Meetups 



Attend an edcamp 
Organize an edcamp 

 
edcamp.org 

edcamp.wikispaces.com 
 



Read Books 



Subscribe to Newsletters 



Sign up for Online Courses 



Locate  
G+ Communities 
 
 





@Sree’s Twitter Tips  



Twitter #Hashtags  
via @cybraryman1 



Twitter chat schedule via @cybraryman1 



Tagboard for 
#tltechlive 



         Hashtags I use... 
#edchat   #edtech   
#STEAM   #MakerEd 
#engchat   #dtk12 
#satchat   #cpchat 
#artsed   #artchat   
#musedchat  #langchat 
#mathchat  #scichat 
 



Participate, Collaborate, Network 



Tech Tuesdays 
for parents. 

 



“I have not failed. I've just found 
10,000 ways that won't work.” 
 
-- Thomas Edison 



Q5: What is something  
you are prototyping? 

#tltechlive 
 



“It's fine to celebrate 
success but it is more 
important to heed the 
lessons of failure.” 
-- Bill Gates 



TSC was  
among the first 

schools chosen to 
participate in the 

Google Expeditions 
Pioneer Program 



Shared by my PLN 
Rachel Klem shared an article with me about Expeditions 
Pioneers in Newark. 

Bonnie Greenwald shared an NBC clip with faculty about 
Expeditions Pioneers in Newark. 

Basil Kolani shared an Audrey Watters’s post with the 
NYCIST group about View-MasterVR and GoogleCardboard 



Virtual Field Trips and Education (Technology) Inequalities 

 
 

But let's be honest: virtual field trips are not field trips. Oh sure, they might 
provide educational content. They might, as Google’s newly unveiled 
“Expeditions” cardboard VR tool promises, boast "360° photo spheres, 3D images 
and video, ambient sounds -- annotated with details, points of interest and 
questions that make them easy to integrate into curriculum already used in 
schools." But virtual field trips do not offer physical context; they do not offer social 
context. Despite invoking the adjective “immersive,” they most definitely are not.  

-- Audrey Watters 



“Prototyping” 
“Beta testing” 
“Iterations” 
“Feedback” 



STEM Study Group 
with @BenedickRaikes  
and @mudamiano 



"It's about getting started. Starting to use the 
breadboard, which I could have done on my own, 
surpassed an emotional and psychological problem 
about just beginning. There'll be another small step 
to learn something else or add another component, 
but that will be a much smaller step than the previous 
step. That first one was a leap." 
 

-- @BenedickRaikes 
 



“I think if you do something and it 
turns out pretty good, then you 
should go do something else 
wonderful, not dwell on it for too 
long. Just figure out what's next.” 

-- Steve Jobs 


